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As a special education teacher in a self contained math classroom, I chose to present 

my students with a lesson based on shapes: their angles and importance in daily life.  

My students appear to be higher functioning in life and functional skills, but I was 

thoroughly surprised to find that they were unable to confidently identify regular 

polygons by the number of sides for each shape and angle measurements.  Through 

this lesson, I feel they have a better understanding about regular polygons, but it is 

evident that they will benefit for further exploration of this topic for full understanding and 

fluency.   

Students were fully engaged by manipulating the wikistiks to create the shapes that 

were displayed on the SMARTBoard.  I had two students who chose to use a tablet for 

their creation using Paint and Sketch-up as the application to draw out the shapes.  

None of my students chose the Play-doh option. The lesson progressed as I had 

expected it to. Students were able to identify what the signs were, but they were truly 

unable to give me further details about the shapes.  Once I prompted the students to 

think about what a 90 degree angle is and what rules made a square, a rectangle, a 

triangle, and an octagon, they were then able to apply previous knowledge to their pre-

test; it was only to the square that they showed recall to apply this knowledge. 

Throughout the lesson, I used many different representation methods including hands-

on manipulatives, computer generations, verbal explanations, and student generated 

discussion to help in explaining and formalizing the concept for all students.  I also 

allowed students to do group work because I feel students can sometimes learn better 

from their peers.  As we worked through this lesson, and a few other class period 

lessons, I felt that my students were beginning to grasp the concept of what angles 
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create certain shapes.  We were able to use blocks on the wall and an octagonal table 

in our classroom as a more solid example.  Students were given the opportunity for 

bonus points to create a video showing their understanding of the regular polygons and 

places where they can be found, other than road signs.   

I had high expectations for this lesson and student learning.  I was surprised at the low 

scores on the pre-test – scores were 3/6 or below; they could identify the shapes but 

could not identify the angles.  All seven of my students utilized the time to take a tablet 

and work in a self-chosen team to create a video/technology clip about their 

understanding of regular polygons and their existence in daily life.  On the post test, I 

was able to see student growth, which is good, but the growth for some students was 

not as expected.  My post test scores ranged from 6/6 to 3/6.  All scores showed 

growth, but not to the level I expected.   

I used the video/technology clip as an alternate assessment of their knowledge and 

understanding, and it showed that my students were better able to express themselves 

and apply their knowledge and understanding there better than with paper and pencil.  I 

also feel that my students were very successful with the hands-on manipulatives over a 

basic paper and pencil drawing.  They all love working with the SMARTBoard, but it was 

a bit challenging finding programs that were compatible with the SMARTBoard that 

were on the level with my students.  There was a lot of information and activities 

available, but most were too advanced or too low level for my students to relate.   

Overall, I was pleased with this lesson and the learning my students showed.  I will be 

interested to see if they are able to carry over this learning as we progress through 
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linear equations as I am planning on intertwining these concepts as we work on the 

coordinate plane.  I truly enjoyed working with the different types of technology we used 

in the workshop, and I am excited that I was able to use it in my classroom and have my 

kids openly enjoy using it as a learning tool.  


